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The diagram on this page is the beginning of a decision tree, with just
enough background information to get you started. There is no room for the side
issues that complicate matters (random acts of violence that thrive in times of
tension, but which hopefully will have no environment to support them as the
weeks progress.) If you think it is incomplete, please pass on your suggestions.
Perhaps there will be room for an update article on Lebanon next issue,
though I have others in the pipeline, including one on the different
ethnic/religious groupings in Nigeria.
Email your responses to pkclark@pmbx.net & check the web for back issues.

Shepherd’s Delight or Sailor’s Warning?
Just as a red sky has different interpretations, so we can look at current events and interpret them differently. I have
heard it said (who was it?) that History doesn’t repeat itself, it just rhymes. How can we learn from this? In this diagram I
illustrate how a decision tree can help in understanding the consequences of political decisions upon events. Follow the
notes in the sidebars.
After serious events the reaction of both parties influences future events. In this chart I want to consider the
alternative paths when such events happen.
Arafat’s death led to
elections (1/05),
willingness to talk a
settlement by the PNA,
and to pause militant
attacks by militant
organizations.
With the peace process
moving slowly the
announcement of the
expansion of a major WB
settlement near
Jerusalem caused
concerns.

Gaza pullout announced (04)
Death of Yasser Arafat (11/04)
Palestinian Elections (1/05)
Barrier to divide part of Bethlehem (3/16)
Towns returned to PNA: Jericho (3/16), Tulkarm (3/22)
Israel announces 3,500-unit expansion
of Maale Adumim settlement (3/21)
Palestinians object: Saeb Erekat “This sabotages all
efforts seeking to get the peace process back on track."

The US objects: President Bush "Our position is
very clear, that the roadmap is important, and the
roadmap calls for no expansion of the settlements." (4/6)
Sharon visits Bush

Bush says it’s OK

US publicly accepts
expansion
Public opinion…

The topic is not discussed

After some debate the pullout has
generally been accepted by
Palestinians, though they are still
wary of it being an attempt to
assume de facto control of the West
Bank.
The process has moved forward
slowly, with Jericho & Tulkarm being
returned to PNA control.
How will this play out? Will it go
ahead regardless of the peace
process, or will the government
modify its plans to enable progress
to be made?
(The dotted lines indicate decisions
not yet taken).

Bush criticizes expansion

Sharon moves ahead with
expansion anyway

Sharon makes no definite
comment about expansion

Sharon cancels settlement
expansion

(threatens peace process)

(hangs over peace process)

(improves peace process)

US makes no comment

US condemns process &
works to reverse the decision
Attitudes…

It is very difficult to go further with a
diagram such as this, but perhaps
this will get you started.
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Islam’s Sects
At times we are given the impression that Islam is a united faith, with few
divisions. This is not the case, and, without going into detail at this point, the
following chart can serve to illustrate the fragmentation of Islam.
Islam (622 AD)
Sunni (followers of the ‘Sunna’, traditions of Islam)
Wahhabi (~1745) (after Muhammad Ibn Wahhab)
Shi’ite (680) (‘Partisans’ since they followed Ali)
Their belief that God is essentially good (i.e. he cannot do evil) distinguishes them
from Sunni Muslims. They also believe that Imams, since Ali, are divinely
appointed.
The twelfth Imam did not die but will return as the Mahdi. Orthodox Shia are
therefore known as Twelvers.

Kharijites (658-700)
Supporters of Ali who rebelled during the conflict with Mu’awiya in 658. They still
exists as the Ibadi sect in Oman, and also in small numbers in North Africa. Their
rejection of Ali’s compromise in 658 remains their defining feature. It was a
Khariji who murdered Ali in 661.

Isma’ili (765)
The Quran has dual meanings, literal (for the masses) and esoteric (for the
chosen few). Begun in India, it spread amongst the poor there, Yemen and
North Africa. The Tunisian Fatimids who founded the Egyptian Islamic empire
were Isma’ilis. Belief in living Imams is general through the Isma’ili sects.

Druze (1018)
Formed out the the Egyptian Isma’ili movement, the Druze claimed that an
Egyptian (Fatimid) Caliph was God, and – after he died - that he would return
one day. They are a very secret faith, but accept many of the Prophets taught
by Islam. Caliph Hakim was the 16 th Imam of the Isma’ili.

Nizari Isma’ilis (~1140)

This group supported Nizar, an alternative candidate to succeed the 18th
Imam. Today, the (49th) Imam of this group is the Aga Khan.

Mustaali Isma’ili (~1160)
This Bombay group separated over the Imamate succession. One sect, the
the assassins of Crusader period, are known as the Khoja today.

Zaidi (Fifthers) (~800)
Followers of the successors of the fifth Imam, they are the dominant group in
Yemen. A Pakistani sect (Ithna Ashiri) accept the Twelve Imams.

Saabiyin (Seveners) (~840)

They consider the 7 th Imam the final one.

Alawi (~870)

Arose from a dispute over the 11th Imam. Pres. Assad of Syria is an Alawi. The
Turkish province of Sanjak (handed over to Turkey by France in 1939) is largely
Alawi. They are Twelvers but are labeled heretics for deifying Ali.

Ahmadiya (1889)
Founded in Pakistan, based on the claims of the founder to be the Messiah and
the Mahdi. Considered heretics by mainstream Islam.

Sufi

History of Islam
The Writings
The Qur’an is the Muslim
equivalent to the Bible, but it does not
quite have the same role in Islam that
we might expect. The Qur’an is
formed from the revelations given to
Muhammad, recalled by his followers
after his death, and compiled by Zaid
Ibn Thabit beginning in AD 633.
Besides the Qur’an, which records
the revelations of Muhammad, Islam
reveres the records of other debates
and conversations in which he
expressed his beliefs. These are
known as the hadith (sayings) and
are, along with the sunnah (actions)
of Muhammad “viewed as an
uninspired record of inspired words
and actions.” (Geisler & Saleeb,
2002, p83)
These sayings and actions are
taken very literally as examples of
conduct by Muslims, to the extent that
“you have to sit when putting on
trousers, and to stand when winding a
turban, and to begin with the right
foot when putting on shoes.”
This imitation has contributed to
ensuring that Muslim practices and
traditions are consistent around the
world, and that Islamic culture is
remarkably, if still not entirely,
homogenous.
Other sources of Islamic beliefs
are found in ijma’, historic communal
consensus over practical issues, and
in qiyas. These last are the result of
reasoning by analogy on the part of
Muslim teachers and preachers, and
are still a potential source of
contemporary rulings. It would be
presumptive to say that these
‘analogies’ depend upon the whims of
the proponents, but nevertheless they
are more subjective than the standards
of logic that would often be applied in
the West.

Mystical branch of Islam, from early asceticism.
Contemplation, the values of the heart, and the love of God are its focus.
Sikhism (founder born 1469):
Based on a syncretism of Hindu and Sufi Islam, the word Sikh means disciple. They
follow the teachings of 10 gurus, (teachers). Punjab is primarily Sikh.
Baha’i (1852):
Syncretic, recognizing the earlier faiths as predecessors, incorporating some of their
prophets. From Iran’s Babis movement, based on a Mahdi claimant of the late 1800s.
Zikri (1500s):
From Baluchistan, they follow practices based the teachings of a 15th Century Mahdi.
Yezidi : A religion bas ed on a pre-Islamic cult, Mithraism, and the worship of a peacock- (Much of this information was
obtained from: Answering Islam,
god, malak ta’us. Most Yezidis are ethnic Kurds.

Geisler & Saleeb, 2002)
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Jerusalem that Je sus knew
‘Garden
Tomb’

‘Gordon’s
Calvary’

†

Gordon’s Calvary, suggested by General Gordon
while stationed in Jerusalem in the 1800s.

Pool of
Bethesda

The “Garden Tomb”

The Praetorium
(Antonia Fortress)

(Jn. 5)

St. Stephen’s
Gate
(Mt.21)

(Mt.27)

Via Dolorosa
‘Way of the
Cross’

Calvary

Golden
Gate

(Golgotha)

Tomb of Jesus
The Holy Sepulchre is located
over the traditional site of the
crucifixion and the tomb.

?

Garden
of
Gethsemane
(Lk.22)

†
The Temple
Kidron
Valley

Towers of
Phasael
Hippicus
Mariamne

Herod’s
Palace

Robinson’s
Arch

stairs

(Lk.23)

The Golden Gate from the
Garden of Gethsemane

House of Caiaphas
(Mt.26)

Place of the
Last Supper
(Jn.13-17)
The ‘Via Dolorosa’ begins
where Jesus’ walk to the cross
began, though little remain s of
the Praetorium..

Pool of
Siloam
(Jn. 9)

Ground level in Jesus’ day was much lower
than today. A valley ran through the city,
below the Western Wall.

At the time of Jesus Robinson’s Arch carried
a staircase from the corner of the Western
Wall, over the valley near where Jews now
gather to pray.
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Sudan
Asia

UN to send peace monitors
Kyrgyz election protests

Calls for Ky rgyz president to resign

Philippines: Abu Sayyaf prison riot

Pakistan

Kyrgyz riots

UN approves penalities

Old/new parliaments discuss crisis
Ousted Kyrgyz president resigns

Kyrgyz president flees

US to sell warplanes
Rape penalty case - Train bombs kill 2 in SW
to Pakistan, India
convicts are released
Tribal clashes kill 30
Bomb at Shiite shrine kills 30

Afghan.
Old land mine kills US soldier
Amnesty offered to Taleban
Elections postponed to Sept.
Arabia
Iraq

Rockets fired at Waziristan army base

Bombs aimed at Kashmir bus route

Bhutto activists arrested

st

Waziristan grenade attempt
in misses army convoy

1 buses in 60 yrs cross border in Kashmir

Planes repel attack, Landmine (old?) kills 4 US
Bomb in Mazar I Sharif, 2 die Helicopter crash kills 18 US
kill 5 Taleban
Laura Bush visits schools, etc. Dam busts in Ghazni province

Car bomb in Qatar theater

Long-term US ties planned
Mosul

Yemen: clashes w/ Hawthi followers Saudi 3-day battle w/ militants, 14 die

US Marine killed nr Syria
Suicide bomb at Abu Ghraib, 5 hurt Allawi coalition to join Jafaari in govt.
gd
Shiites attacked, 1 killed
Tel Afar bomb kills 2
Pakistan diplomat kdinapped
Iraqi general kidnapped
US, Romanians kidnapped
Italy troops to withdraw
US contractor kidnapped
Shiite shrine car bomb, 5 die Car bombs kill 2, 1 US
Car bombs kill 2, US soldier, child
Baghdad raids detain 65
Demonstration Bodyguards kill 3 in Samarra car bomb kills 3, 2 US US/Iraq troops raid Diyala
6 insurgents killed in Mosul clash
3 suicide bombs at US camp, 3 hurt
protests against jobs demonstration
militant
camp,
2
US
die
Bomb damages
st
insurgency
Iraq parliament 1 meeting
3 Shiites die in Baqubah
Rumsfeld in Kurdistan
ancient mosque
Romanian reporters are released
Bomb kills 1 US, 4 Iraqi soldiers
Pipeline to Turkey bombed
Sunni leaders urge cooperation
Sadr supporters
Pipeline bomb kills 9 police
killed by gunmen
Protest at Jordan embassy
Yawer rejects post as Speaker
Parliament speaker chosen
2 Baghdad car bombs -14 die
Attacks diminishing, but some
Insurgent attacks, 5 police killed
40+ militants attack Abu Ghraib 15 police assassinated
Attacks kill 11, inc 7 Shiites
Kirkuk police station attacked
larger assaults and round ups of
US soldier killed in Kirkuk
Parliament fails to US Marine killed in Ramadi
PM (Jaafari) & Pres.
insurgents
26 insurgents killed in failed ambush
agree on Speaker
(Talabani) sworn in
US deaths:
2 car bombs in Mosul
3/31: 1539, 4/11: 1542
Jordan/Iraq withdraw envoys, return on 22nd

Iran
Lebanon
& Syria

Car bomb kills 2 in convoy
Health official survives attack, 4 die

UN charges 51 over Darfur atrocities

10 Iraqis, 2 US, die in attacks
Civilians resist insurgent attack, kill 3
Citizens alert troops to militant
camp, 85 insurgents killed

Khatami nuclear plant tour

Agree to nuclear talks with EU

800,000 protest Syria Beirut car bomb injures 9 Bomb at Christian Bomb in Christian Jdeideh
Shopping center blas t, 7 hurt
Rally brings life to Beirut center
Mikati is named
th
shopping center
PM Karami new PM (15 )
Syria pullback, Assad banners
PM to step down (again)
Syrians promise to leave by end of April
steps down
removed. agents leave country

Jordan
Egypt

Arab Summit in Algiers

King Abdullah removes cabinet, new PM Adnan Badran
th

Egypt sends envoy to
st
Israel (1 in 4 years)

Protests against Mubarak 5 term 1000s of students rally for reform
Bomb in Cairo tourist bazaar kills 2
Muslim brotherhood protests election rules
US ambassador: full WB
Calls for troops to rebel Rabin grave desecrated
Israel
Vanunu indicted for release violations
Police prevent demos over Gaza pullout
withdrawal unrealistic
over Gaza pullout
Israelis barred from entering Gaza
Settlers agree to discuss Gaza pullout Sharon visits Bush in Tx
Budget
Knesset rejects referendum on Gaza
Gaza homes to be left intact Bush criticizes settlement expansion
Settlers protest Gaza plan, but
3,500 homes to be added
approved
Jenin raid,
3 religions protest gay festival
their leaders criticize them
to Maale Adumim
Mass demonstration Gaza protesters lock Israel schools
8 arrested
Barrier to divide Bethlehem
Orthodox church property in Old City sold to Jews at Haram Ash Sharif
prevented by police Sharon repeats that some
Progress towards handing over Palestinian towns – Jericho & Tulkarm with 3 others to
Mofaz claims rockets smuggled into Gaza
WB blocks will be retained
follow. Settlers begin to discuss Gaza pullout. Maale Adumim to be expanded.

Palestine

Militant ceasefire being discussed Tulkarm handed to PA control
Jericho handed to PA control
Factions extend truce through 2005

Mar

Abbas protests Gunmen fire on Abbas HQ
Israeli worker shot in Gaza
US stance on
Abbas calls for militants
Ghandi film to promote non-violence
WB settlements
to be restrained
Abbas fires security chiefs

Wolfensohn to help Gaza
economic reconstruction
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